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The History Starts in 1995



History

 Call from Doug 

Bureman (former 

Senior VP of the 

Pirates):  Would you 

like to work at 

scheduling Major 

League Baseball?



The Competition 

The Incumbents:

Henry and Holly 

Stephenson of Long 

Island, New York

Schedulers since 1981



Why is this interesting?

 Huge schedule:  30 teams, 162 games each 

over 182 day season





Interesting fomulation

 Lots of constraints to handle

 Home half the time

 Home half weekends

 Team requests 

 Etc., etc.

 Interesting Objective(s)

 Travel distance (since coast to coast in US)

 Evenness of Flow (Home/Away sequencing)



Important problem

 The least valuable team in MLB (the 

Pittsburgh Pirates) has a valuation of $304 

million;  the most (the New York Yankees) is 

at $1.7 billion

 Total attendance: 100 million/year;  many 

more watch on TV/internet

 Schedule does affect attendance and league 

fairness 



Computationally Difficult Problem

 MLB “instance” is one/year consisting of 

pages and pages of 

requirements/requests/wishes

 Traveling Tournament Problem abstracts out 

two key issues of travel and length of home 

stands/road trips



Traveling Tournament Problem

Given an n by n distance matrix D= [d(i,j)] and an integer 

k find a double round robin (every team plays at every 

other team) schedule such that:

 The total distance traveled by the teams is minimized (teams are 

assumed to start at home and must return home at the end of the 

tournament), and

 No team is away more than k consecutive games, or home more 

than k consecutive games.

 (no repeat) If i is at j in slot t then j is not at i in slot t+1



Sample Instance

NL6:  Six teams from the National League 

of (American) Major League Baseball.  

Distances:

0  745  665  929  605  521  

745    0   80  337 1090  315  

665   80    0  380 1020  257  

929  337  380    0 1380  408  

605 1090 1020 1380    0 1010 

521  315  257  408 1010    0

k is 3



Sample Solution

Distance: 23916 (Easton May 7, 1999)

Slot    ATL     NYM     PHI     MON     FLA     PIT

0       FLA     @PIT    @MON    PHI     @ATL    NYM

1       NYM     @ATL    FLA     @PIT    @PHI    MON

2       PIT     @FLA    MON     @PHI    NYM     @ATL

3       @PHI    MON     ATL     @NYM    PIT     @FLA

4       @MON    FLA     @PIT    ATL     @NYM    PHI

5       @PIT    @PHI    NYM     FLA     @MON    ATL

6       PHI     @MON    @ATL    NYM     @PIT    FLA

7       MON     PIT     @FLA    @ATL    PHI     @NYM

8       @NYM    ATL     PIT     @FLA    MON     @PHI

9       @FLA    PHI     @NYM    PIT     ATL     @MON



Simple Problem, yes?

NL12. 12 teams

Feasible Solution: 143655 (Rottembourg and Laburthe May 2001), 

138850 (Larichi, Lapierre, and Laporte July 8 2002), 125803 (Cardemil, 

July 2 2002), 119990 (Dorrepaal July 16, 2002), 119012 (Zhang, August 

19 2002), 118955 (Cardemil, November 1 2002), 114153 

(Anagnostopoulos, Michel, Van Hentenryck and Vergados January 14, 

2003), 113090 (Anagnostopoulos, Michel, Van Hentenryck and Vergados

February 26, 2003), 112800 (Anagnostopoulos, Michel, Van Hentenryck

and Vergados June 26, 2003), 112684 (Langford February 16, 2004), 

112549 (Langford February 27, 2004), 112298 (Langford March 12, 

2004), 111248 (Anagnostopoulos, Michel, Van Hentenryck and Vergados

May 13, 2004), 110729 (Van Hentenryck and Vergados, May 30 2007). 

Lower Bound: 107483 (Waalewign August 2001), 107494 (Melo, Ribeiro, 

and Urrutia July 15 2006), 107548 (Mitchell, Trick and Waterer July 31 

2008), 108244 (Uthus, Riddle, and Guesgen, Feb 11 2009), 108629 

(Uthus, Riddle, and Guesgen January 6, 2010)



10 years of progress on NL12
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2005 SCHEDULE





2008 SCHEDULE



THEY DON’T NEED US ANY MORE



Story to be continued

But first

Why were we successful in 2005 (and 2011) 

but not in 1995?

What changed?

The world of operations research, 

particularly integer programming, is 

much different now than in 1995.



Outline

 General Trends 

 OR Specific Trends

 Challenge Trends



General Trends

 More data and more spending on data puts 

pressure on companies to make better 

decisions from that data (which is a pretty 

good definition of operations research)



Increased Data



Big Spending

 Yearly global spending on information 

technology: $1.7 trillion.



OR Role

 Data is not information;  information is not 

improved decision making

 Operations research allows companies to 

make better decisions based on the data they 

are collecting



Faster Computers:  Supercomputer 

and otherwise

www.top500.org

340 Gflops

Now costs

US$8,000



Faster computers increases the 

relevance and applicability of OR

 Example.  Sports scheduling example

 Time (1996): 18 days to solve (impractical)

 Time (2010): 30 minutes to solve (practical)



Algorithms are getting better also!

 Linear Programming

Bixby, Solving Real-

World Linear Programs

2002

My sports scheduling example

now solves in about 3 seconds!



Speed

 The combination of improved algorithms and 

faster computers mean that many problems 

can now be solved 5 million times faster than 

they could 15 years ago.

 Huge increase in applicability of OR methods 

(and lots of interest in business analytics: 

which combines predictive analytics with 

prescriptive analytics)



Illustration:  TSP with 2392 nodes

2011: Bill Cook and Concorde

with iPhone
1987: Padberg and Rinaldi



Current Trends in Operations Research 

(with an IP focus)

 General IP improvements, not problem 

specific improvements

 Putting more structure into variables

 Linking models

 Integrating metaheuristics and optimization 

through large neighborhood search



Current Trend 1: General IP Improvements, 

not Problem Specific Ones

 1995

Formulate problem as IP

Try to solve with CPLEX 2 (or so)

If fail, then look for problem specific cuts (additional 

constraint valid just for this problem

 2011

Formulate problem as IP

Try to solve with CPLEX 12 (or Gurobi, or XPRESS)

If fail, figure out how to help solver do better (then 

watch as next version does automatically)



Example

Work with United States Postal Service

Mail generated at a mail processing facility at 

given times;  must be transported to other 

facilities to meet schedules.

Choose shipping contracts at minimum cost to 

meet processing requirements



2005

 Formulate as an integer program:  x[i] = 1 if 

contract i is chosen; y[i,j]= 1 if mail grouping j 

put on truck i

 Easy integer program:  

minimize costs; 

every contract chosen at most once;

every shipment shipped.

 Works OK under CPLEX 7.5, but not great



2005 solution

 Add redundant constraint 

Capacity of contracts chosen >= amount to be 

shipped

Goes from solving 100 contract problem (in 5 

minutes) to 5000 contract problem (in 10 

seconds)!

But constraint is simply a linear combination?  

Why?



2005 solution

 CPLEX (and other solvers) do great with 

“knapsack” constraints:

3x + 4y + 5 z <= 8

Causes code to generate new constraint

y+z <= 1

which is stronger and lets the code work better

Redundant constraint is knapsack and the 

constraints generated by CPLEX then solve the 

problem



2009 solution

 Present at a few conferences, finally get 

around to writing up

 Implement on CPLEX 11.  No improvement!

 CPLEX 11 solves 5000 contract problem out 

of the box

 Reason: code now automatically identifies 

hidden knapsacks



Subtle but important change

 Look carefully at how commercial (or open 

source: see COIN-OR) is solving and aid the 

solver.



Current Trend 2: More complicated variables

 1995

 Generally straightforward formulations (with some 

exceptions dating back to 1961)

 Style was every more complicated, “tricky” (and 

ultimately weak and unsolvable) constraints

 Current (since 2000)

 Embed more structure in the variables, even at 

the expense of a huge (exponential) number of 

variables

 Generate as needed (“Branch and Price”)



Formulations

 Simple formulation: x[i,j,t] = 1 if i plays at j in 

time t

 Formulation is a mess (looks very impressive 

when all put together)

 Results for NL6: initial bound 2186;  After 30 

minutes lower bound is 5434, feasible 

solution of 25,650 (Optimal is 23,916)



Better formulation

 Travel issue can be embedded in “road trip” 

variables:  the path a team takes at a given 

time.

 0-1 variable for “Pittsburgh plays at NY in time 2, 

then PHI in time 3, then ATL in time 4” (roadtrip)

 Many more variables, but fewer constraints

 Much tighter relaxation

 Able to have many more idiosyncratic costs



Variables

 Sample Variables:

@NY @MON

@MON @PHI

@NY

H H

H

X1

X2

X3

Y1

Y2H

1 2 3



Constraints

 One thing per time:  X1+X2+Y1+Y2  1

@NY @MON

@MON @PHI

H H

H

X1

X2

Y1

Y2H

1 2 3



Constraints 

 No Away followed by Away X1+X3  1

@MON @PHI

@NY

X2

X3

1 2 3



Linking Constraints

 Constraints from different teams linked by “If 

a at b then b at home” constraints:

X1+X3 - YNY1-YNY2  0



Results

 NL 6.  Initial bound is 21624.7 (an order of 

magnitude improvement) 

 Optimality proved within an hour



More complicated variables

 Now a routine approach to formulating 

integer programs

 Issues in branching and generating variables

 Often extremely effective



Current Trend 3: Linking Models

 Often the case where model A fixes some 

variables (Open warehouse?) that are then 

used by model B (Assign customer to 

warehouse?).

 What if result from model A is wrong for 

model B?

 Linkage back is provide by technique called 

Benders Decomposition



Back to 1962



General idea 

 Have model B return a constraint that says “If 

you want a better solution to B, the solution to 

A must satisfy this.”

 Definition of this depends on structure

 If B is a linear program, then duals provide 

constraint

 Other ideas (some from the CP/AI world) work for 

other problems

 No goods

 Logical constraints



Example

 Sports scheduling

 Problem A: Assign home/away patterns

 Problem B: Assign games consistent with those 

patterns and teams to patterns

 Objective based on things like 

 Number of consecutive home games

 …



Problem A: Find HAPs

 Find Home/Away pattern, one sequence per 
team

1: HAHAH

2: AHAHA

3: HHAAH

4: HAHHA

5: AAHHA

6: AHAAH



Problem B.  Assign Games

 Assign games consistent with HAP (+ 

denotes home;     - is away)

1: +2 -3 +6 -4 +5

2: -1 +4 -5 +6 -3

3: +6 +1 -4 -5 +2

4: +5 -2 +3 +1 -6

5: -4 -6 +2 +3 -1

6: -3 +5 -1 -2 +4



Iterating

 Easy to formulate and solve each problem 

individually 

 But too many solutions to A to generate all of 

them.

 Can use solution to B to add constraints to A



Assigning teams to patterns

 The allocation corresponds to a matching in a 

bipartite graph

Genrate 

patterns

Assign games & 

allocate teams

Find a 

pattern set

Check 

feasibility

Add 

cut

Stop Stop

Set found

Set not found

Set infeasible

Set feasible but not proven optimal

Set feasible 

and optimal

Set not proven 

infeasible

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Teams Patterns

Use the Hungarian Method to: 

- Find  a set of teams which cannot 

be assigned to the pattern set or

-Find a feasible matching

In this case, Benders constraint 

says “Find 3 patterns that 1, 2, and 

4 can do”



Results

 Problems that don’t solve in 10 minutes can 

be solved in <.5 seconds

 More examples in scheduling, resource 

assignment, transportation, etc.



Benders

 Underused, but becoming more common

 Great for automatic linking of multi-set 

approaches



Current Trend 4: Large Scale Neighborhood 

search

For MLB size problems, integer programming 

finds good but not optimal solution

1995 Approach

Local search: pick a time slot and pair of 

games and switch opponents.

(Doesn’t work well:  hard to get back to 

feasibility)

2011 Approach

 Take a schedule; relax ¼ of it; resolve; repeat 

for days on end



Large Scale Neighborhood Search

FIX

FIX

Release

Generate

All

Feasible

Variables

(CP)

Improved



Lots to play around with

 Release set of slots

 Consecutive

 Nonconsecutive

 Release set of teams

 Release combination

 Often used to get rid of “bad” part of schedule 

(keep releasing bad part along with other 

parts)



Large Neighborhood Search

 The key idea for a lot of practical integer 

programming-based OR work

 Used in airline crew scheduling, machine 

scheduling, etc. etc.



Result for MLB

 System is a mix of 

 Complicated variables

 Benders constraints to give information between 

phases

 Large neighborhood local search to improve 

solutions

 Heavy dependence on underlying optimization to 

identify formulation improvements automatically

 A Pretty High Barrier to Entry!



Challenge Trends

 Linkage between predictive analytics (data 

mining) and prescriptive analytics 

(optimization)

 Robust solutions

 Parallelism

 Adversaries



Challenge Trend 1: Prescriptive and Predive

Analytics Example

 Large automobile parts supplier

 Receives estimates of order quantities six 

months in advance (which are then regularly 

updated)

 Uses estimates to do capacity planning, shift 

scheduling, etc.



Capacity Planning

 Well solved, classical operations research 

problem

 Issues of level of detail, scheduling, etc. etc. 

 But what about data…?



Problem

 Estimates were (sometimes) terrible:

 January: “I’ll need 1000 in June”

 February: “I’ll need 2500 in June”

 March: “I won’t need any in June”

 April: “I’ll need 10,000 in June”

 May: “I’ll need 500 in June”

 June: “Where are the 5,000 I need?”



Business Analytics Approach to Capacity 

planning

 Capacity planning needs to adapt to the 

messy data environment.

One step: cluster

customers based

on accuracy of their

forecasts



Other Examples

 Revenue management and prediction of “no-

shows”

 Text mining to estimate stock variability and 

optimal portfolios



Challenge Trend 2: Handling Uncertainty 

and Robustness

 Many approaches for handling uncertainty in 

models

 Replacing with mean, or some %tile (USPS 

capacity planning)

 Scenario optimization

 Stochastic programming

 “Robust” optimization (assumptions on ranges, 

number of changes of data)



True measures of robustness?

 What does a robust solution really mean?

 David Ryan and others on robust airline crew 

schedules

Airport

Both planes

now late



Measure of Robustness

 Unclear where uncertainty is.  Model storms? 

Politics? Baggage handling?

 Use “crew plane changes” as surrogate.  

Schedules with few plane changes are 

naturally more robust.

 Get robustness at little cost
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Data-free Robustness

 Bartholdi and Eisenstein: scheduling shuttle 

buses.  Don’t!  At checkpoint, use rule “Wait 

60% of the time until the bus behind will 

arrive at the checkpoint”

 Robust to changes in traffic congestion, 

passenger load times, and even number of 

buses!



Other applications?

 Badly need some measure of robustness for 

financial markets:  historical variance doesn’t 

seem to work well.

 Scheduling:  include simple robustness in 

Major League Baseball scheduling



Challenge Trend 3: Parallelism

 Back to the “top 500”:



Risk for some types of operations research

 Some of what we do seems hard to 

parallelize:

 Simplex-based linear programming

 Many network algorithms

 Dynamic Programming



Effect on Mixed Integer Programming

 Hans Mittelmann’s benchmarks:

Not a lot of halving

of time between the 

6 and the 12 columns!



Challenges

 In order to keep up with computer speed 

improvements, we need to improve parallel 

performance

 Alternative algorithms?  Perhaps formerly 

“failed” algorithms now seem more 

appealing?



Challenge Trend 4: Adversaries

 As OR combines with predictive analytics, 

more likely to face adversaries working 

against model assumptions

 Best Buy searching for “bad customers”

 Google in never-ending fight against spammers 

and those who game rankings

 But we are pretty good at that.



Which is where Operations

Research started



Summary: Trends

 General Trends

 More Data

 Faster computers

 Better algorithms

 Lower fixed Costs

 OR (IP) Specific Trends

 More general, less specific

 Complicated variables

 Linked models

 Large scale neighborhoods

 Future Trends

 Predictive Analytics

 Robustness

 Parallelism

 Adversaries

More at

http://mat.tepper.cmu.edu/blog



Back to the story



 August 2007 rolls around:  still no schedule

 Normally due June 1

 Phone call:  “Could you help us out?”

















We’ve continued

to  schedule through

2011 (at least!) 



Takeaways

 Traveling Tournament Problem: 

http://mat.tepper.cmu.edu/TOURN

 More on Benders?  John Hooker’s book 

Integrated Methods in Optimization, Springer 

2008

 Blog on OR: http://mat.tepper.cmu.edu/blog

 Advances in IP and CP

 More complicated variables

 Large scale local search

 Benders constraints

http://mat.tepper.cmu.edu/TOURN
http://mat.tepper.cmu.edu/blog


This has even led to a buzzword: Business 

Analytics

 Integration of

 Descriptive Analytics (What is happening)

 Predictive Analytics (What is going to happen)

 Prescriptive Analytics (What to do about it)



Business Analytics is a Hot Topic

“business analytics”



…. Maybe

Operations research

Management 

science
Business

analytics


